Who we are?

- Formally formed in Feb 2011
- A fully-functioned, institutionalized organization that provides services to the needs of civil society organizations in Myanmar
MyanKAAD has diverse fields of Study

- PUBLIC RELATIONSHIP
- CHEMISTRY
- RELIGIOUS
- COMMUNICATION ARTS: 2
- ARCHITECTURE: 2
- FOOD PROCESS: 2
- FORESTARY: 3
- INFORMATION: 3
- BIOLOGY: 4
- AGRICULTURE: 5
- ENGINEERING: 6
- COMPUTER SCIENCE: 6
- HEALTH: 8
- EDUCATION: 10
- ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS: 21
- DEVELOPMENT STUDIES AND MANAGEMENT: 26
Alumni’s Profession by Sectors

- Other: 35%
- Private: 24%
- Church based organisation: 15%
- NGO/INGOs: 12%
- Government: 8%
- UN Agencies: 4%
- Freelance: 3%
Our Key Activities
Conduct MyanKAAD Alumni General Assembly
- MyanKAAD Scholarship Screening Board (2015)

- 7 times since 2016 (Twice a year)
Organize several Education Fairs
Coordinate the visits of KAAD Germany & Regensburg Diocese - Germany
• Visiting Facilitators to Ascension Learning Centre in Pathein Diocese
• **Humanitarian Assistance** to flood affected people
• **Cash Donation** to renovation of Christian Cemetery in Yangon
Anti-human trafficking campaign
Civil society leadership program
vielen Dank!